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Cost leadership strategy is based upon a business organizing and managing its value-adding activities so as to
be the lowest cost producer of a product within an industry. If they miss the flight the airline is under no
obligation to offer another flight or a refund. Ryanair, in spite of its strategies has other problems that serve as
weaknesses too. In terms of operations, the EU air transport deregulation allowed the airline for the first time
to open up new routes to Continental Europe with over 3 million passengers on 18 routes carried in  As
mentioned earlier in this essay, Porter failed to define clearly what he meant by an "industry", and the
vagueness of the term meant that Ryanair's strategy can be identified differently: as a cost focuser if the airline
industry is considered in its entirety, or as a cost leader if the low-cost segment is seen as an industry on its
own. This causes some concern, as Ryanair has emphasised that one of the main reasons for removing all the
"frills" from its services was so that it could continue to provide cheap flights to customers. In year , the
company is characterized by rapid expansion and the start the year by announcing that the company has
ordered an additional new Boeing series aircraft to facilitate the rapid European growth plans. Contracting out
services to third parties also protect Ryanair from potentially costly industrial actions also proves porter's
generic strategies are being implied since financial output is being minimised. Another capability differential
is cultural capability. Differentiation focus Generic Strategies The European low-cost airline industry follows
the overall cost leadership strategy. Its attitude towards achieving the lowest costs possible seems to be almost
fanatical. We are going to show up in your market and trash your yields. The airline constantly strives to
reduce or control four of the primary expenses involved in running a major scheduled airline; their aircraft
equipment costs, personnel productivity, customer service costs, airport access and handling costs. Such cost
reduction strategy relies on five main aspects like fleet commonality, contracting out services, airport charges
and route policies, managed staff costs and productivity and managed marketing costs. Opportunities With the
management system of the company and the strengths that it has, Ryanair has bigger opportunities to still
dominate and catch up with the competition in the European airline industry in terms of providing more
quality service standard and at the same time preserving it low-cost no-frills strategy to its clients or even have
an opportunity to be the number one airline company in the whole region after its eventual application of its
proposed plans in the future. The differentiation and cost strategy used by Ryanair and propelled them into the
European airline business. Thus, Ryanair's strategy can be identified as cost focus. Services like aircraft
handling, engine and heavy maintenance that are contracted out to third parties also protects Ryanair from any
potential industrial unrest, which can be very costly. Ryanair's quest for the lowest cost may also eventually be
its downfall, since there has to be a limit to the number of amenities that can be removed before the threshold
quality level of its service are breached when customers may no longer find it acceptable, regardless of how
low the fares are. Conclusion Ryanair needs to remember that it has to be aware of the dynamic business
environment which is changing constantly and hence needs to continually focus on porter's generic strategies.
It would be impossible for Ryanair not to provide meals on longer haul flights, and as a result their cost focus
strategy may become blurred. New product and new business development must be highly effective and
efficient, however that alone will not ensure its competitiveness. Ryanair started in year with only 57 staff
members and with one seater turboprop plane from the south of east of Ireland to London-Gatwick which
carried passengers on one route. According to Porter , , the relative competitive position within an industry lies
at the core of success or failure of firms. Nonetheless the practical values of porter's generic strategies and the
product life cycle have placed Ryanair in good stead. The no-frills policy of the company creates opportunities
to increase efficiency and employee motivation through sales commission and excess total remuneration and
hence placing genuine and practical value on porter's generic strategies. This has not been the case for
Ryanair, and they continue to set prices lower than most of their competitors. One of the problems is in terms
of handling customers or target market. This was the very strategy of Michael O'Leary as he decided to
ruthlessly pursue cost leadership. This refers to the organisational culture of an organisation, and how it
creates competitive advantage. In , inspired from the story of David and Goliath the company go after the big
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guys for a slice of the action and end up smashing the Aer Lingus or British Airways high fare cartel on the
Dublin-London route. Porter state that strategic capabilities are about core competences how resources are
deployed into activities and hence create competitive advantage. This can also be demonstrated when
alternative modes of transport to flying like trains or by sea are perceived to be more attractive cheaper , since
Ryanair's targeted segment are travellers who are only price conscious. By applying these strengths, three
generic strategies are resulted: cost leadership, differentiation and focus. The continuous initiatives of the
company in diversification of its revenue resources also open new opportunities to make the business become
stronger to outgrow all its rival companies. Its IT supports competent procurement of services e.


